
Service Pack 5 Issues Fixed 
Module Issue Tracking System 

Reference 
 
(where appropriate) 

Description 

Core 200  
 

ASM 4901  Manually adding an intrastat maintenance entry, now resets the  
 Tax Month. 

NL 4938 Memory errors, which were seen when running Year 
End with over 500,000 customers, have been resolved. 

PA 4270 Project Accounting invoices can be printed, even if the 
title is greater than 60 characters. 

POP 3058 When a purchase order is raised for a foreign currency 
supplier, and an additional charge added, the value of 
the additional charge is now converted to the correct 
value in the foreign currency. 

 4259 To conform to POP authorisation rules, it is no longer 
possible to post an invoice from the POP - Record 
Purchase Invoice window. The Post Invoice button is 
greyed out. 

 4936 Purchase order direct delivery addresses can be saved, 
even when the supplier contact name is 60 characters. 

SL 824 Improved Customer and Supplier Import Account 
facility. Can now import the email address and website 
address for he preferred contact for customer and 
supplier accounts. 

SOP 4563 Memory errors, which were seen when allocating a 
large list of orders, have been resolved./p> 

 4827 Memory errors which were seen when allocating stock 
for a large number of SOP allocations, have been 
resolved. 

 4924 Sales order processing invoices can be printed, even 
when the customer account name is greater than 50 
characters. 

UI Updates  Various inconsistencies in the user interface, such as 
misaligned text or boxes and inconsistent capitalisation 
of field names, have been fixed. 

Manufacturing   

 2781 Memory errors, which were seen when running some 
traceability enquiries, have been resolved. 

 4438 BOM components, used on a BOM and attached to an 
operation, can now be replaced, using the Replace 
Component options. 

 4620 It is now possible to edit operations on BOMs and 
estimate records, when the number of items on the 
BOM or estimate runs into more than one page of 
information. 

 4676 Subassemblies that have a negative quantity in stock are 



now issued as well as built, during the BOM build 
process. 

 4819 A duplicate operation in a BOM record now holds its 
own components only, when a works order is created. 
Previously, the components of all duplicate operations 
were aggregated and hed against each duplicate 
operation. 

 4832 An error regarding too many parameters, which was 
seen when adding a new entry in the Make to Stock 
planning module, if the company has more than 3000 
product groups, has been resolved. 

CRM   

  Consolidated Communications now works consistently 
on IE8 and IE9. 

  Improved error messaging when creating integrations 
and synchronising data to make it easier to troublshoot 
synchronisation issues. 

  There is a new tab on integration which shows the 
synchronisation status of all companies 
Companies with a synchronisation status of 'error' can 
be re-linked to Sage 200 Accounts by selecting company 
hyperlink and choosing the re-link from the Financials 
tab. 

  Synchronisation issues, seen when using the batch 
merge person utility, have been resolved. 

  The shipping address is now always updated when the 
data is synchronised. 

  When setting up a new integration, the customisation 
version is now correctly set on the first synchronisation. 

 4891 Sales orders containing SOP order items now 
synchronised correctly. 

 4972 Orders entered in CRM where the comment line 
number has been changed, now synchronise correctly. 

 4977 Information entered on the Financials tab for linked 
CRM companies can now be edited. 

Support Tool: 
CRM Data 
Integrity 
Module 

  

  A new Sage 200 test has been added to check for invalid 
database views. 

  False positives have been removed from the Support 
Tool. 

  New check added to make sure Suppress Account is set 
to 'Y'. 

 
 New check added to make sure Use Account is set to 'Y'. 

 
 The 'MergeByForeignID' script has been replaced with 



individual scripts for Address, Email and Phone. 

Migration   

 3439 All versions of the migration tool, used for migrating 
BOM data, now work consistently, so it is now possible 
to use a newer version of the migration tool, even if an 
older one has been used before. 

 4143 Slow performance, seen when migrating financials only 
data, has been resolved. 

 


